Very

®

Conference Seating
People accomplish a variety of tasks throughout the day. From simple comfort to high
ergonomic performance, there’s a Very chair for everyone. This family of seating offers
versatility in choice and visual consistency in design throughout the building. Give
people the natural support they need to stay focused with Very conference chairs and
stools—designed for the long-term seating experience in collaborative environments.
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Personalized Comfort
Very seating was born out of global design and science-led comfort,
offering ergonomic support for people at work. Conference seating
features a unique intuitive recline, ensuring your weight is absorbed
and distributed to provide natural support. Its side-to side torsional
flex allows the backrest to follow as you move, increasing mobility
and comfort so you can stay focused and engaged.

Features
Haworth collaborates with ergonomic research and development
partners to understand the physical relationship between a
person and a seating surface. We apply this knowledge to create
ergonomic and comfortable solutions that best support people in
the seated position.
Back – Provides durability through high-strength polymer with
flexing perforations.
Tetro™ back – Delivers soft yet reliable support and unexpected
comfort in an innovative one-piece seat back.
Seat – Provides a secure sitting experience through durable,
high-strength polymer.
Optional upholstered seat and back pad – Offers additional
comfort for longer periods of sitting, as well as aesthetic detail.
Seat height adjustment – Ensures lower limb comfort and eye level.
Weight-assisted recline mechanism – Enables a comfortable,
relaxed posture while seated; back tilts backward 14° from upright.
Arms – Available in Black or Fog glass-filled polypropylene hard arm
caps for durability and choice in color.
Base – Choose from a standard aluminum or plastic 5-star base;
low-position base available.
Stool – Available with adjustable footring.

Colors, Materials, Finishes
Choose from 10 standard polymer colors and 25 standard fabric
choices—for quiet sophistication or vibrant diversity. Leather and
faux leather are available.

Certifications
Statement of Line

• GREENGUARD® Gold certified
• BIFMA level 3® certified
• May contribute toward LEED® credits.
To learn more, visit haworth.com.
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